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Scope of This Lecture

800 m long Compact PSI SwissFEL SwissFEL Optimization-XVIII by Y. Kim

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST

Y.Kim's ISBA2019                                                    This Lecture                                             T. Tanaka's Lecture

(Quick Review)

SASE XFEL = Low Emittance Gun + Bunch Compressor + High-E Linac + Undulator
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My Other Lecture Notes 

Yujong Kim's Other Lecture Notes at Idaho State University, KAERI WCI,

POSTECH, KAIST, VITZRONEXTech, Korea-Japan Joint Summer School,

and ISBA.

 Basic Accelerator Physics
Magnets and Transverse Motion in Accelerators

 RF System and Longitudinal Motion in Accelerators

Advanced Accelerator Physics Tutorial for XFEL Projects

Accelerator Beam Diagnostics

 Linux Basic for Physicists

 Laser Compton Scattering (LCS)

 RF Technology and Electron Linear Accelerators

There are my lecture notes on beam dynamics for KoPAS2015.

There are also my lecture notes on RF system, Linac, Beam

Dynamics, Accelerator Simulation for ISBA2018 & ISBA2019.

You can obtain them by sending an email to Yujong Kim:

yjkim3488@gmail.com, yjkim@kaeri.re.kr or with facebook
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FLASH FEL Facility @ DESY

SASE XFEL = Low Emittance Gun + Bunch Compressor + High-E Linac + Undulator

Principle of Linac Based SASE Mode XFELs

If an electron linac supplies

highly dense and cold electron

beams to a long undulator,

XFEL photon can be generated

in the undulator

satL

ultra-bright,

ultra-fast,

coherent,

photon beam

6

~  tens fs
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Principle of Linac Based SASE Mode XFELs

If an electron linac supplies

highly dense and cold electron

beams which satisfy following

three conditions:

satL

ultra-bright,

ultra-fast,

coherent,

photon beam
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coherent photons from microbunched electrons 
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Principle of Linac Based SASE Mode XFELs
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B. W.J. McNeil et al., Nature Photonics, Vol 4, pp. 818 - 821, Dec. 2010 

Incoherent Radiation

P ~ NP1

Linear growth

Coherent FELs

P ~ N2P1

Exponential growth

λ

N ~ 1010 electrons in a bunch

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST



dz

dp/p

The transverse phase space is described with the beam position (x or y) and angle (x' or y').

Similarly, the longitudinal phase space is described with the beam longitudinal position

and energy (or time and energy spread, or phase and momentum)

(z, E), (dz, dE), (dz = -cdt, dE/E = dp/p), (dt, dE/E=dp/p), and (d = rfdt, dp/p)

9

Beam Phase Space 

dE/E

dt

head head

tail tail

full width bunch length ~ 6σz for Gaussian beam 

x

x'

y

y'

beam diameter = full width beam size ~ 6σx,y for Gaussian beam 

http://www.slac.stanford.edu
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Since we can ignore interaction between neighbor microbunchings within a

single bunch, we can use the sliced beam parameters along the longitudinal

coordinates in a single bunch. These slice parameters (slice emittance, slice

energy spread, peak current) are the most important parameters in XFELs.

Slice Parameters

dz

slice 1                                   slice 15

nmtens~G

u

LLc





single bunch

projected parameters for whole bunch

slice parameters for slices

x

x'

center

near head & tail

projected 

emittance

head tail
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Slice (or uncorrelated) energy deviation dEu,i can be obtained by subtracting 

the chirp of a polynominal fitting from the correlated energy deviation:

correl. energy deviation dEc,i

.....][

][
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321
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idzdziciu

Slice Energy Spread

uncorrel. energy deviation dEu,i

= slice energy deviation

chirp from fitting FIT[dE] =-
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Slice Parameter Example - Sapphire Project

S-band based DLS Sapphire Project, E ~ 3.0 GeV, Q ~ 0.1 nC by Y. Kim

tail                  head

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Slice Parameters Example - SwissFEL

SwissFEL Optimization-XVII with PSI C-band RF Structure - by Y. Kim

tail                  head
Great Flat Energy Chirping

Narrow FEL bandwidth

with C-band RF Linac Technology

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Q = 200 pC

E = 5800 MeV, = 0.015%

x = 19.2 m, y = 19.2 m, z = 13.9 m

nx ~ 0.392 m, ny ~ 0.354 m

Ipeak < 1.6 kA, n,core,slice < 0.292 m 

dE,slice < 233 keV for whole bunch

Slice Parameters Example - SwissFEL

tail                  head

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Well Optimized Slice Parameters - LCLS Gun

Courtesy of D. Dowell, SLAC

Optimized Results of European LCLS RF Gun

cathode wall angle = 0.0 degree, flat

cathode loading hole : no

cell = 1.6 cells

dual feed + racetrack shape to compensate RF dipole + QM modes 

π & 0 mode separation  ~ 15 MHz

power for 120 MV/m ~ 9.5 MW (2 µs)

We have studied details on RF photoinjector in 2019.

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Well Optimized Gun - Phase Space

Gun gradient = 120 MV/m

E = 137.7 MeV, Q = 0.2 nC

 = 0.07%

x= 247 m, y= 247 m, z = 510 m 

nx= 0.369 m, ny= 0.369 m

ASTRA Simulation Results at the end of LCLS Type Backup Injector

symmetric current profile

higher peak current ~ 34 A 

center    head & tail

head                           tail

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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core slice n~ 0.32 m

much flat and excellent slice parameters !

ASTRA Simulation Results at the end of LCLS Type Backup Injector

Well Optimized Gun - Slice Emittance

Gun gradient = 120 MV/m

E = 137.7 MeV, Q = 0.2 nC

 = 0.07%

x= 247 m, y= 247 m, z = 510 m 

nx= 0.369 m, ny= 0.369 m

core slice ellipses are samewide & symmetric slice emittances

tail head

tail

head

center

center

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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core slice n~ 0.32 m

much flat and excellent slice parameters !

ASTRA Simulation Results at the end of LCLS Type Backup Injector

Well Optimized Gun - Slice Emittance

core slice ellipses are same and alignedwide & symmetric slice emittances

Gun gradient = 120 MV/m

E = 137.7 MeV, Q = 0.2 nC

 = 0.07%

x= 247 m, y= 247 m, z = 510 m 

nx= 0.369 m, ny= 0.369 m

head & tail

center

tail head

center
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E = 149.394 MeV,  = 0.196%

x= 267 m, y= 267 m, z = 912 m 

nx= 0.475 m, ny= 0.475 m, n,slice~ 0.3 m

Q = 0.2 nC, Ipeak ~ 20 A

slicethofparametersTwiss,,

bunchintegratedanofparametersTwiss,,

0.1)2(
2

1

000

000

iiii

iiii













CTF3 gun - big mismatching along slices!

Mismatching of Slice Twiss Parameters

LCLS gun - good matching along slices!

Q = 200 pC

E = 128.6 MeV

 = 0.14%

x=  222 m, y= 222 m, z = 821 m 

nx= 0.324 m, ny= 0.324 m

Ipeak ~ 22 A, n,core,slice ~ 0.280 m

tail headtail head
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Twiss Parameters at the end of Injector

Q = 200 pC

E = 128.6 MeV

 = 0.14%

x=  222 m, y= 222 m, z = 821 m 

nx= 0.324 m, ny= 0.324 m

Ipeak ~ 22 A, n,core,slice ~ 0.280 m

β-function along injector

INSB01-RAC INSB02-RACGUN

Small Twiss parameters at the end of the injector (x,y ~ 40 m & |x,y| ~ 0.0) 

are helpful to control chromatic effects at the downstream of the injector. 

1,  QMyx Lk

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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If we have a higher performance gun, we can reduce the size of XFEL facility, 

and we can get a stable and high performance XFEL facility. The higher 

performance gun should supply:

- higher peak current Ipeak

- lower slice emittance ns

- lower projected emittance n

- lower slice energy spread σs 

(but large enough to avoid -bunching instability in BCs)

- wide, uniform, and symmetric current profile

- lower slice Twiss parameter mis-matching i ~ 1

- small Twiss parameters at the injector exit (x,y < 40 & |x,y| < 0.2) 

Gun with High Performance

800 m long Compact PSI SwissFEL

SwissFEL Optimization-XVIII by Y. Kim

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST



Space Charge Force - Transverse
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Transverse Space Charge Force on a Test Charge in a Bunch

Therefore, at the laboratory frame, the radial repulsive space charge force on the test

particle is given by:
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Space Charge Force - Transverse 
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By performing Taylor series expansion of exponentional part, we can find a linear 

space force term and the summation of nonlinear space charge (SC) force terms:

let's consider only y-component                                     linear SC          nonlinear SC

The transverse space charge force can induce the phase space filamentation if the beam 

energy is low, and the single bunch charge is high. → emittance growth at gun region.

See details from Chapter 11 of Conte's book

before sc consideration after sc consideration

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST



Space Charge Force - Transverse 
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quadrupole: horizontal focusing & vertical defocusing

space charge: always defocusing

radial uniform beam distribution : linear defocusing force for r < a  (see page 37)

radial Gaussian beam distribution: nonlinear defocusing but linear force for  

See details from K. Schindl's CERN CAS 2006-002, p. 305

2r

zero force @ x = 0

good emittance

compensation possible

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST



Then, in the rest frame, the voltage from the beam center to the beam pipe for the

parabolic distribution can be given by:

Then, the longitudinal components of the electric field in the rest frame:

Then, the longitudinal electric field in the stationary lab frame can be given by

(z* → γz):

Then, the longitudinal component of force on a single charged particle in the bunch

can be given by (F|| = qE(z)):

Space Charge Force - Longitudinal 

25

stronger longitudinal space charge force  

if bunch length is shorter, 

beam energy is lower,

and single bunch charge is higher. 

Nq/γlb → N*(z*)

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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under a low energy, a high charge, and a short bunch length

but large transverse beamsize

bunch length lengthening is generated due to 

due to the longitudinal space charge force.

under a low energy, a high charge, a short bunch length 

and a small transverse beam size

bunch length lengthening & transverse beam broadening 

are generated due to the longitudinal and transverse 

space charge forces.

under a low energy, a high charge, a long bunch length 

and a small transverse beam size

transverse beam size broadening is generated 

due to the transverse space charge force.

Space Charge Force - Lengthening & Broadening

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Long. E-fields due to Space Charge @ 1.288 m

Q = 200 pC

E = 6.652 MeV

 = 0.16%

x=  946 m, y= 946 m, z = 828 m 

nx= 0.75 m, ny= 0.75 m

Ipeak ~ 20 A, n,core,slice ~ 0.266 m

ASTRA Simulation Results with Space Charge - PSI SwissFEL Injector

Q = 200 pC

E = 100 MeV

radial ring = 15

radial variable = 2

longitudinal cell = 20

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Space Charge Effects in BCs

Slice emittance can be increased at the 1st BC due to longitudinal space charge 

force if beam energy is about 256 MeV and peak current is 350 A at BC1

→ beam energy at BC1 was increased to 350 - 400 MeV.

Slice Emittance Growth at BCs 

SwissFEL BC1 @ 255.9 MeV

Q ~ 200 pC

Peak Current = 350 A 

ELEGANT (Y. Kim) & CSRTrack (B. Beutner) 

cross-checking on space charge effect at BC1. 

SwissFEL Optimization-V with S-band RF Linacs

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Energy Gain of TW Accelerator

2π/3 mode Traveling Wave (TW) structure

about 55 + 2×0.5 cells for 2 m

shunt impedance ~ 55 MΩ/m

Q0 = 11000-13000

attenuation parameter ~ 0.42 = ω/2vgQL

filling time ~ 0.6 µs for 2 m = L/vg

gradient ~ 25 MV/m @ 50 MW, 3 m

~  6.9 MV/m  @ 3.0 MW, 2 m

~  8.8 MV/m @ 5.0 MW, 2 m 

150 m long 2.5 GeV S-band linac @ Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL) in Korea

Forty four 3 m long S-band linac structures were installed  at PAL  in1992.

parameter nattenuatio 
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 phaseRF,electron

~ 35 mm
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C-band TW RF Linac

2a ~ 15 mm for SCSS structure

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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C-band TW RF Linac

Miura San @ MHI

Let's thank to C-band RF Pioneers

Prof. H. Matsumoto of KEK

Prof. T. Shintake of RIKEN/SPring-8

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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260 m long C-band RF LINAC for XFEL/SPring-8

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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C-band TW RF Linac

original : two klystrons to drive 4 structures

current : one 50 MW klystron to drive 2 structures

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Modified SCSS C-band TW Structures 
klystron output power = 50 MW

pulse compressor gain = 3 (max ~ 3.8)

pulse compressor output power = 150 MW

forward power to tube ~ 70 MW

average shunt impedance = 56 MΩ (no choke)

iris diameter ~ 14.6 mm

energy gain per tube ~ 66 MeV

gradient ~ 38 MV/m

70 MW70 MW 70 MW70 MW

50 MW, 2.5 μs

150 MW, 0.5 μs

~ 3.0 m

50 MW, 2.5 μs

150 MW, 0.5 μs

~ 3.0 m

modified SCSS structures

iris diameter ~ 14.5 mm

RF System of SwissFEL LINAC Optimization-VI

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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x

x'

x

x'

initial zero emittance just after emission from cathode increased emittance due to space chare force

rotated phase space by an external focusing solenoid compensation by reaction of space charge force after some drift

Before BOOSTER

Solenoid Compensation 

tail           center      head

emitted electron bunch

center

near head & tail

x

x'

center

near head & tail

x

x'

center

near head & tail

due to nonlinear 

space charge force

Invariant Envelope Matching & Emittance Damping
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x

x'

BOOSTER LINAC

Before BOOSTER After  BOOSTER

Space charge force induces oscillations in envelope and emittance.

The emittace and envelope oscillation around an ideal invariant envelope can be damped 

by accelerating beams in booster. (L. Serafini and J. Rosenzweig PRE Vol 55, Page 7565)

Invariant envelope is an ideal case which makes a constant slope (-γ'/2) for all different 

slices in the phase space by the acceleration in booster. In this case,  beam spot size as well 

as transverse momentum are reduced together due to the reduced space charge forces in 

booster. Projected (and even slice) emittance damping in booster !!!

Booster Compensation 

Invariant Envelope

-γ'/2
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x
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center

near head & tail

Invariant Envelope Matching & Emittance Damping
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At the entrance of booster, invariant envelope

concept based matching conditions should be

satisfied to get emittance damping in booster !

 local maximum emittance

 local minimum beamsize

rms normalized emittance ~ 2.0 µm

beamsize

Booster Linac (ACC1)

2.478 m

good matched case at the entrance of booster 

somewhat mismatched at the entrance of booster 

ASTRA Simulation Results on FLASH Injector 

Conditions for Invariant Envelope Matching

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Other Difficulty Example - SwissFEL Injector

Q ~ 100 pC

gun gradient ~ 100 MV/m

1% gun gradient error 

See pages 90-91 for detailed injector layout and parameters

2998 MHz S-band Linac 2998 MHz S-band Linac

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Q ~ 100 pC

gun RF phase ~ 37.89 deg

2998 MHz S-band Linac 2998 MHz S-band Linac

Other Difficulty Example - SwissFEL Injector

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Q ~ 100 pC

main gun solenoid field ~ 0.206 T

1% solenoid field error = 0.00206 T = 20.6 Gauss

needed power supply dI/I ~ 10 ppm (rms)

misalignment of solenoid ~ 20 µm (0-to-max) giving ∆εn = 1% 

2998 MHz S-band Linac 2998 MHz S-band Linac

Other Difficulty Example - SwissFEL Injector

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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 Interaction of charged beams & discontinuous surroundings

moving charged beam  fields from the beam  response from surroundings 

fields from surroundings  response of the beam  changes in energy or emittance of 

following bunches (or at the next turn of the same bunch) (long-range wakefields)  / 

changes in energy and angle (hence emittance) of following electrons in the same bunch 

(short-range wakefields).

Wakefields - Definition

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Short-Range Wakefields in Linac Accelerators

If an electron bunch moves in a periodic linac structure, there are interactions

between the electrons in a bunch and the linac structure, which induce

changes in beam energies and beam divergences (x' and y') of electrons in the

same bunch. We call these interactions between electrons in the same bunch

and the linac structure as the short-range wakefields, which change beam

energy spread and emittance of the bunch.

blue: an interaction between an electron at the head 

region and a linac structure.

pink: short-range wakefield from the linac structure

to a following electron at the tail region.

2a

A. Chao's Handbook of Accelerator Physics & Engineering, p. 252

SLAC-AP-103 (LIAR manual)

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST



Energy loss Ei of a test electron (or slice) i in a bunch due to the short-range

longitudinal wake function WL(s), which is induced by all other preceding

electrons j located at s = |i - j| distance from the test electron i is given by

Here qi and qj are charge of electron (or slice) i and j, and L is the length of the

linac structure. i or j = 1 means the head electron in the bunch, and the sum

term is only evaluated for i > 1.

The transverse trajectory deflection angle change xi' of a test electron i due to

the short-range transverse wake function WT(s), which is excited by all

preceding electrons j is given by

Here the sum term is only evaluated for i > 1.
43

Short-Range Wakefields in Linac Accelerators

electron j moving with v ~ c

a test electron i with a distance s away

from preceding electron j and moving with v ~ c

.)(
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SLAC-AP-103 (LIAR manual)
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Longitudinal wake function WL (s) of the test particle in a bunch is the voltage

loss experienced by the test charged particle. The unit of WL (s) is [V/C] for a

single structure or [V/C/m] for a periodic unit length. The longitudinal wake

is zero if test particle is in front of the unit particle (s < 0). For a bunch of

longitudinal charge distribution z, the bunch wake (= voltage gain for

the test particle at position s) is given by

And the minus value of its average gives the loss factor and its rms

value gives energy spread increase:

where L is the length of one period cell, N is the number of electrons in the

bunch.

44

Longitudinal Short-Range Wakefields

a unit charged particle moving with v ~ c

a test charged particle with a distance s away

from the unit charged particle and moving with v ~ c

SLAC-AP-103 (LIAR manual)

SLAC-PUB-11829

SLAC-PUB-9798

TESLA Report 2004-01

TESLA Report 2003-19
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Longitudinal Short-Range Wakefields

a unit charged particle moving with v ~ c

a test charged particle with a distance s away

from the unit charged particle and moving with v ~ c

SLAC-AP-103 (LIAR manual)

SLAC-PUB-11829

SLAC-PUB-9798

TESLA Report 2004-01

TESLA Report 2003-19

red: without short-range wakefield

green: with short-range wakefield

 increased nonlinearity in longitudinal

phase space
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Longitudinal Short-Range Wakefields

Longitudinal impedance is the Fourier transformation of the longitudinal

wake function:

Yokoya's wakefield model for periodic linac structure:

L
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MHI 2π/3 Mode C-band Structure 
average inner radius a = 6.9535 mm

average outer radius b = 20.10075 mm

period p = 16.6667 mm

iris thickness t = 2.5 mm

cell number for 2 m structure = 119

attenuation constant τ = 0.452

average shunt impedance = 69.5 MΩ/m

filling time = 222 ns

RF pulse length = 0.5 µs

required RF power for 28 MV/m = 38 MW

one 50 MW klystron can drive 3 structures 

This structure is used for linac Optimization-XIV 

and Optimization-XV with RF Option-IV.

PSI 3π/4 Mode C-band Structure 
average inner radius  a = 6.9545 mm

average outer radius b = 20.7555 mm

period p = 18.7501 mm

iris thickness t = 4.0 mm

cell number for 2 m structure = 106

attenuation constant τ = 0.630

average shunt impedance = 66.1 MΩ/m

filling time = 333 ns

RF pulse length = 0.5 µs

required RF power for 26 MV/m = 28.5 MW

required RF power for 28 MV/m = 33 MW

one 50 MW klystron can drive 4 structures 

This structure is used for linac Optimization-XVII, 

and Optimization-XVIII with RF Option-VII, VIII. 
474747

Wakefield of Two C-band Linac Structures

disk loaded type linac structure

2a

p

2b
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MHI 2π/3 Mode C-band Structure (red lines in plots below)

This structure is used for SwissFEL linac Optimization-XIV and Optimization-XV with RF Option-IV.

PSI 3π/4 Mode C-band Structure (black lines in plots below) 

This structure is used for SwissFEL linac Optimization-XVII, and Optimization-XVIII with RF Option-VII or 

RF Option-VIII. 

484848

both structures have almost same short-range wakefields !

Short-Range Wakefields of Two C-band Structures
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Why we need Bunch Compressor? 

Optimization-XVIII with PSI C-band RF Structures for 2.7 kA

 To reduce saturation length of XFEL, we need a high peak current (~ kA).

But normal guns can not supply such a high current due to the longitudinal

space charge force.

 To generate femtosecond photon beams, the bunch length of electron beams

should also be femtosecond range.

 To avoid the longitudinal space charge effect, we have to compress bunch

length at high energies. → We need the bunch compressor(s) at one or two

positions in linac.
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Working Prinicple of Bunch Compressor (BC)

Bunch Compressor Layout for SCSS Project - Y. Kim et al, NIMA 528 (2004) 421

chicane. bendr  rectangulathefor
2

3
where

))/(()/()/(

56566

32

56656

RT

EdEEdETEdERdzdz iiiif



 )
3

2
(2

2

56 BB LLR  

dt

dE
Tail

Head

from precompressor linac from chicane

dz
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BC for PSI 250 MeV Injector Test Facility

ASTRA up to exit of INSB02 & ELEGANT from exit of INSB02 to consider space chare, CSR, ISR, and wakefields !  
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BC for PSI 250 MeV Injector Test Facility

10.5 m

0.75 m4.375 m

~ 0.5 m

0.25 m

QMs

length ~ 0.1 m

max gradient ~ 1.5 T/m

BPM

Collimator

OTR Screen

BM

BM BM

BC1 Dipoles

length = 0.25 m

max bending angle ~ 5 deg @ 250 MeV

0
.4

0
4

 m Radiation Port

E = 255.9 MeV

 ~ 1.673%

R56 = 46.8 mm

 = 4.1 deg
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Knobs to minimize Emittance Growth @ BC

From field tolerance studies, we assumed following dipole field errors in BC

dipoles: Δb/b0 = 3.32×10-3 b1/b0 = 8.70×10-5

b2/b0 = 1.83×10-5 b3/b0 = 6.65×10-5 b4/b0 = 4.80×10-5

In this case, the minimum projected emittance can be obtained by

compensating residual dispersion with two small QMs in BC.

After BC1, zero residual dispersion 

can be obtained when k1 of QMs 

is -0.04 (1/m2). In this case, 

horizontal projected 

emittance after BC1 also 

becomes its minimum.  
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Ipeak ~ 352 A

Ipeak ~ 22 A

E ~ 256 MeV, Q = 0.2 nC

~ 1.67%, z = 840 m 

nx~ 0.35 m, ny~ 0.35 m

E ~ 256 MeV, Q = 0.2 nC

~ 1.67%, z = 58 m 

nx~ 0.38 m, ny~ 0.35 m

54545454

BC for PSI 250 MeV Injector Test Facility
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Incoherent Synchrotron Radiation (ISR) is generated when relativistic long beam goes

through dipole magnet. Since ISR is a random quantum process, it generates

incoherent (= slice, or uncorrelated) energy spread, hence slice emittance growth in

the bending plane. For one dipole magnet, the relative uncorrelated energy spread due

to ISR is given by

Slice emittance growth due to ISR is given by

Considerations - ISR in Dipole

.)GeVm1013.4(
1 355-211

dipole1,, B

B

ISR E
L

   

Electron path
Dipole region

chicane.for
3

)(108 minmax

2

5
68








 
  

 B

B

B
x LL

L
E

- lower energy

- longer dipole

- smaller bending angle 

are good against ISR effects

bISR NP 
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Considerations - CSR in BC

In BC where dispersion is nonzero, bunch length becomes smaller.

Short electron bunches in dipole can radiate coherently (CSR) at wavelength

CSR from tail electrons can overtake head electrons after the overtaking length.

CSR generates correlated energy spread along whole bunch:

Electrons are transversely kicked at the nonzero dispersion region or in BC

Hence, projected emittance is increased in BC due to CSR.

  .radiusbendingis,lengthbunchrmsiswhere 24
3/12

OT RRL zz 


  3432dipole1 220

/
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/
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EPAC2004 THYCH01

EPAC2002 WEPRI029

NIMA 398 (1997) 373-394

SLAC-PUB-7554

PRST-AB 4, 070701 (2001)

PRST-AB 12, 030704 (2009)
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Considerations - CSR in BC

Without CSR self-interaction

With CSR self-interaction

DM3 DM4DM2DM1

Head : energy gain by CSR

Tail : energy loss due to CSR

Head with lower energy

x

z

Projected emittance growth due to CSR

E

dE
x

x





 



xx

BCin0

Courtesy of M. Dohlus

spreading due to  
E

dE
x

x





 



xx

BCin0
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Considerations – CSR for None Uniform Beams

If there is a nonuniformity in current distribution, the local charge concentration or

spike is generated during the bunch compression process. In this case, CSR is

enhanced due to the local charge concentration. If uncorrelated energy spread is

smaller, the local charge concentration becomes stronger and CSR force also becomes

stronger. (R. Li, LINAC2000)

0,a un Courtesy of Dr. R. Li

[Longitudinal Charge Distribution and CSR force for a compressed bunch]
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Considerations - Nonlinearities due LSC

Q = 200 pC

E = 6.652 MeV

 = 0.16%

x=  946 m, y= 946 m, z = 828 m 

nx= 0.75 m, ny= 0.75 m

Ipeak ~ 20 A, n,core,slice ~ 0.266 m

ASTRA Simulation Results with Space Charge - PSI SwissFEL Injector

Q = 200 pC

E = 100 MeV

radial ring = 15

radial variable = 2

longitudinal cell = 20

Strong nonlinearities in the energy distribution (                    ) at the head 

and trail regions are generated due to the Longitudinal Space Charge (LSC).
 dzzqE )(
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Space Charge Effects in BCs

We found that slice emittance can be increased at the 3rd BC (here notation = BC2) 

due to space charge force if beam energy is low there.

6 GeV, XFEL/SPring-8 CDR Version

Slice Emittance Growth at BCs 

SwissFEL BC1 @ 250 MeV

Q ~ 200 pC

Peak Current = 350 A 

ELEGANT (Y. Kim) & CSRTrack (B. Beutner) 

cross-checking on space charge effect at BC. 
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Considerations - Nonlinearities due to RF

Blue : After BC for different compression

Green : Before BC

Without higher harmonic compensation cavity, nonlinearity in dz-dE chirping

becomes stronger after BC, and there is some local charge concentration in very small

local region. This nonlinearity by RF curvature makes femtosecond spike at FLASH.

))/(()/()/(
32

56656 iiiif EdEEdETEdERdzdz 

nonlinearity due to RF curvature
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Considerations – Nonlinearities 

 Linearization of longitudinal phase space with a higher harmonic cavity

number.harmonic the is  and linac,frequencylowerthe of gain

energy is  cavity,harmonichighertheofgainenergytheiswhere

cos)/(0
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dzd
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Linear range ~ 60 degree

60 deg in 2856 MHz ~ 60 ps (18 mm)

60 deg in 1300 MHz ~ 126 ps (37.8 mm)

60 deg in 650 MHz  ~ 252 ps (75.6 mm)

Good for 9.0 mm (rms) ILC bunch 

C-band Linac + X-band Correction Cavity

Only C-band Linac

“-”means deceleration !

-70 MeV deceleration 

SCSS BC

Y. Kim et al, NIMA 528 (2004) 421Nonlinearities in the longitudinal phase space due to RF curvature, short-range

wakefields, T566, and space charge force can be compensated by a harmonic cavity.

Y. Kim's Hand Writing 

LCLS-TN-01-1
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Nonlinearity Compensation with 3rd Harmonic

~ 60 deg in fundamental RF frequency

60 deg (FW) in 1300 MHz Linac

- corresponding to 126 ps (FW)

- corresponding to 37.8 mm (FW)

- corresponding to 6.3 mm (RMS)

(close to current σz = 6.0 mm)

60 deg (FW) in 650 MHz Linac

- corresponding to 252 ps  (FW)

- corresponding to 75.6 mm (FW)

- corresponding to 12.6 mm (RMS)

(wider than σz = 9.0 mm)

- corresponding 3rd harmonic 

= 1950 MHz

Here Full Width (FW)

~ six times of RMS

Linear range of original ILC compensation layout (1300 MHz + 3900 MHz)

is very close to the initial bunch length of 6.0 mm (RMS). With this layout,

we can not compensate the nonlinearity well if the initial bunch length is 9.0

mm (RMS) for the ILC first BC.

Alternative ILC BC
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Nonlinearity Compensation with 2nd Harmonic

Linear range of a new ILC compensation layout (650 MHz + 1300 MHz) is a

wide range of 85 deg. With this layout, we can compensate the nonlinearity

properly even though the initial bunch length is 9.0 mm (RMS).

~ 85 deg in fundamental RF frequency

85 deg (FW) in 1300 MHz Linac

- corresponding to 178.5 ps (FW)

- corresponding to 53.55 mm (FW)

- corresponding to 8.93 mm (RMS)

(not enough for σz = 9.0 mm)

85 deg (FW) in 650 MHz Linac

- corresponding to 357 ps  (FW)

- corresponding to 107.1 mm (FW)

- corresponding to 17.9 mm (RMS)

(much wider than σz = 9.0 mm)

- corresponding 2nd harmonic 

= 1300 MHz

Here Full Width (FW)

~  six times of RMS

Alternative ILC BC
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 Strong focusing lattice around BCs to reduce CSR induced emittance growth

Considerations – Twiss Parameters around BCs

Strong focusing against CSR

-functions ~ 0 

-functions ~ 3

Before BC1

After BC1

FODO cells

Y. Kim, NIMA  528 (2004) 421-426

SLAC-R-593, Chapter 7
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BC2 Optics of SwissFEL OPT-XVII

Optimization-XVII with PSI C-band RF Structures for 1.6 kA

LINAC1                                                 BC2            TDS              DIAG2                          LINAC2

focusing optics around BC2

maximum βx < 80 m

DIAG2

horizontal phase advance per FODO cell = 55 deg

vertical phase advance per FODO cell = 25 deg

3 m long space for a vertical deflecting TDS installation

2 m long space for a horizontal deflecting TDS installation 

LINAC2

phase advance per FODO cell = 60 deg 

maximum βx,y < 17.4 m (much smaller than Optimization-XIV & XV)
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 Longer bunch length at BC1         weaker CSR at BC1  

stronger compression factor at BC1: 10 - 12 

 Shorter bunch length at BC2        stronger CSR at BC2  

weaker compression factor at BC2: 5 - 8

SwissFEL OPT-XVII

Considerations – Compression Ratio at BCs

BC1               LINAC1          BC2                  LINAC2       SY             LINAC3

E = 5800 MeV, = 0.015%

x = 19.2 m, y = 19.2 m, z = 13.9 m

nx ~ 0.392 m, ny ~ 0.354 m

Ipeak < 1.6 kA, n,core,slice < 0.292 m 

dE,slice < 233 keV for whole bunch

BC1 : 838 µm → 70.8 µm

Compression factor = 11.8 

BC2 : 70.8 µm →  13.3 µm

Compression factor = 5.3
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Considerations – Linac Length & Wakefields

 Shorter linac between BC1 and BC2 is better to control over-compression

and CSR at BC2 due to the short-range longitudinal wake fields.

after BC2

after L2

Courtesy of P. Emma

Over-compression after BC2 due to strong longitudinal short-range wakefields in the 

330 m long L2 linac generates large project emittance growth at BC2.

Please note that we can meet the same situation if length of linac between the 1st BC and 

the last BC is too long.

BC2 for LCLS

L2 = 330 m long linac
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Considerations - No of Dipoles and BC stages

strong slice emittance growth !

6-bends S-type chicane 4-bends normal chicane

From the TTF2/FLASH S2E Simulations on the microbunching instability, we found that S-type

chicane is more dangerous against the microbunching instability due to two additional dipoles.

When a 2.0 ps 20% current density modulation is applied at the cathode, we got those results at

TTF2/FLASH BC3. No more S-type chicane BC for XFEL project !

no strong slice emittance growth !

FLASH Facility at DESY TESLA Test Facility Phase 2 (TTF2)

RF-GUN ACC1 ACC2 ACC3 ACC4 ACC5
BC2 BC3

ACC6

BYPASS

UNDULATOR

DUMP

COLLIMATOR

LOLA

SEEDING

A
C

C
3

9
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First Observations of BI 

Observed Microstructures at SDL & TTF1

W.S. Graves, et al., PAC 2001, p. 2860 M. Huning et al., NIM A 475 (2001) p. 348

DUV FEL @ SDL in BNL TTF1 FEL @ DESY

Under Compression Under Compression

BI  is much stronger with a lower charge under no compression !

Under No Compression Under No Compression

T. Shaftan, 2nd BI workshop

DUV FEL @ SDL in BNL DUV FEL @ SDL in BNL
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Slice emittance

Projected emittance

Slice energy spread 

Growth !!!

LSC & CSR Microbunching Instability

Initial current

density modulation

Induced  

energy modulation 

by longitudinal space charge force (LSC) in the drift & linac

by coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) in the bunch compressor

by the geometric wakefields in Linac

dzf = dzi +R56(dE/E)i in BC

Amplified current

density modulation 
1

2

denistycurrentofamp. normalized

densitycurrentofamp. normalized
Gain 
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Laser Driven LSC BI at FLASH 

RF-GUN ACC1 ACC2 ACC3 ACC4 ACC5
BC2 BC3

ACC6

BYPASS

UNDULATOR
DUMP

COLLIMATOR

LOLA

SEEDING

ACC39

E    = 120.9 MeV 

R56 = 169.9 mm

σδ = 1.03%

Θ = 17.5 deg

σz = 2.09 mm      339 µm                                     67 µm 

E   = 437.9 MeV 

R56 = 48.7 mm

σδ = 0.57%

Θ = 3.8 deg
2.0 ps modulation with 1.5 million particles

Gain of Laser Driven BI at FLASH is not so high !!!

(Yujong Kim et al, EPAC2004)

periodic due to laser modulation
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Shot Noise in Electron Beams

zoom in

electron bunches from cathode.

its seems a continuous electron beam.

but actually ….

Shot Noise in Electron Beams

 fluctuation of discontinuous and randomly quantized electrons.

 all electron bunches coming from cathodes have such a shot noise.

 it is a broad bandwidth noise and it has a much shorter modulation period than 

that of the gun driving laser beam modulation.
• period of 1D laser driven µBI > 200 fs range (modulation wavelength > 60 µm, low frequency region)

• period of 3D shot noise driven µBI < 3 fs range (modulation wavelength < 1 µm, high frequency region)

 it makes a coupling between longitudinal and transverse planes.

 according to 3D shot noise model, radial correlation between electrons becomes

weaker when frequency is increased (higher gain of 3D shot noise driven µBI).

shot noise = fluctuation of quantized electrons at a time t

correlation
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Situation of COTR at LCLS 

Courtesy of H. Loos
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Situation of COTR at LCLS 

Courtesy of H. Loos
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Design Concepts of BCs for XFELs 

 Somewhat large energy spread at BC1  smaller R56  but

 Somewhat long drift space ΔL to reduce bending angle for a required R56.

 Lower Q against CSR, wakefield, and space charge 

 Uniform current profile from RF photoinjector (no velocity bunching)

 Longitudinal phase space linearization with a higher harmonic cavity

Wide good dipole field region against higher order field errors

 Small dipole roll error tolerance against the vertical CSR effects

 Balancing compression factors at BCs (higher @ BC1 & lower @ BC2) 

 Tight tolerance of power supply current, dI/I < 10 ppm (rms)

 Sufficient energy against space charge and COTR 

 Focusing optics around BCs  

chicane. bendr  rectangulathefor
2

3
where
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 To avoid too tight RF jitter tolerances, choose the near on-crest RF phases

and smaller bunch length compression factors if possible.

 To minimize CSR, keep somewhat high energy spreads at BCs for weak

strength chicanes but keep σδ ≤ 1.4% @ BC1, σδ ≤ 0.35% @ BC2 to avoid

chromatic effects and to relax RF jitter tolerances (SwissFEL case).

 BCs with too many stages (ex, three stage bunch compressors) may increase

microbunching instabilities and COTR.

Design Concepts of BCs for XFELs 
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FODO Lattice

The most simplest lattice block of modern accelerators = a pair of QF and QD.

FODO cell = a simplest periodic lattice block with QF, O, QD, and O in a cell.

Here O can be a drift space, a bending magnet, undulator, or linac structure.

If the horizontal plane has a FODO cell, the vertical has a DOFO cell. 

Betatron phase advances for x and y planes can be different (See SwissFEL DBC1).

Length of One FODO Cell  with Two Linac Structures = l = 10.3 m

QF                                     S-band Tube               QD                                      S-band Tube    

4.3 m long S-band tube 4.3 m long S-band tube

0.7 m long diagnostic section

0.15 m long QM 0.15 m long QM

22 MV/m 22 MV/m
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FODO Lattice

Length of a FODO Cell = l

QF           Drift           QD             Drift  

l/2 l/2

To find the maximum and minimum β-function and phase advance of a FODO cell, 

let's consider QMs as thin lens (              )

Then,

Total transfer matrix for one FODO cell:

From generalized strong-focusing transfer matrix, we can put;

By taking trace of the matrix →                                                     → 

1QMlk




























 1

1
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01
M DF,

f
klQM
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FODO Lattice

By comparing M12 component:

By using following relationships:
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From                      , we can find a phase advance per FODO cell (). 

→ total phase advance for Nc cell FODO lattice = Nc

→ betatron tunes for the Nc cell FODO lattice is given by

If we know length of one FODO cell l, phase advance per cell , then f and βmax and βmin

are automatically determined.

81

FODO Lattice
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Example of FODO Lattice in a Linac

QF         TUBE          QD         TUBE         QF         TUBE         QD          TUBE         QF     

length of one FODO cell in a LINAC

= two 4.3 m long PSI standard S-band tubes

+ two 0.7 m long PSI standard diagnostic sections

+ two 0.15 m long PSI standard QMs = 10.3 m 

phase advance per FODO cell = 60 deg

max and min β-function ~ 17.3 m and 5.8 m

normalized QM strength K1 ~ 1.3 m-2

QM gradient @ 1.5 GeV ~ 6.5 T/m 

FODO

ignorable chromatic effects at the LINAC

SwissFEL Linac1 Optimization-1
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5QMs      TDS2        5QMs                                            3FODO                                    1QM DIPOLE

3FODO Cells

OTRs : 1          2         3           4          5          6           7                     8

horizontal phase advance @ 3FODO = 55 deg per cell

vertical phase advance @ 3FODO = 25 deg per cell

cell length = 3.0 m

rms beam size @ 7FODO screens ~ 60 m for 200 pC

max dispersion by a dipole in DIAG1 ~ 0.2 m

With this special DIAG1, 

we can measure followings

without change any optics:

- slice emittance

- slice energy spread

- longitudinal phase space

- bunch length

- arrival timing jitter

- projected emittance

- Twiss parameters 

- optics matching
\

only by turning on and/or 

off TDS2 and a dipole in 

DIAG1.

FODO Lattice - DIAG1 @ SwissFEL Injector
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SwissFEL OPT-III & VII

Optimization-III with a longer S-band RF Linacs for Chirp Compensation

Optimization-VII with Shortest C-band RF Linacs for Chirp Compensation
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Impact of Energy Chirping on Photons

Optimization-V

chirp  for Ipk = 2.7 kA

Optimization-III, VI, VII

chirp for Ipk = 1.6 kA

wavelength = 0.1 nm @ FEL1

no of photon per pulse ~ 1.0×1011

saturation length ~ 40 m with 2.7 kA

saturation length ~ 48 m with 1.6 kA

From our recent full S2E simulations with ASTRA, ELEGANT, and GENESIS codes

(Y. Kim and S. Reiche), we confirmed that we can effectively minimize the bandwidth

of XFEL photon beams by optimizing energy chirping of electron beams.

BW ~ 0.05% for Ipk = 1.6 kABW ~ 0.1% for Ipk = 2.7 kA

Optimization-III & V 

S-band based Linacs

Linac Length = 650 m

Optimization-VI & VII 

C-band based Linacs

Linac Length = 540 m, 510 m
Saturation Length < 50 m !!!

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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Energy Chirp Control with S-band Linac

SwissFEL Optimization-I with S-band RF Linacs

SwissFEL Optimization-III with a longer S-band RF Linacs for Chirp Compensation

ASTRA up to exit of SB02 & ELEGANT from exit of SB02 to consider space chare, CSR, ISR, and wakefields !  

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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SwissFEL - S-band based LINAC2 after BC2

length of one FODO cell in LINAC2

= two 4.3 m long PSI standard S-band tubes

+ two 0.7 m long PSI standard diagnostic sections

+ two 0.2 m long QMs = 10.4 m

pure active length per tube = 4.073032 m

number of cell per tube = 122 including two coupler cells

central cell length = 33.333 mm

iris diameter = 25.4 mm

total cells in LINAC2 = 34 FODO cells 

No. of S-band tubes = SB23-SB90 for 34 FODO cells

total needed S-band tubes in LINAC2 = 68

total needed RF stations = 34 with two tubes per station

total needed QMs in LINAC2 = 2x34 = 68

total length of LINAC2 = 353.6 m

One FODO Cell for LINAC2 = 10.4 m

QF                         4.3 m long S-band Tube          QD                         4.3 m long S-band Tube    

2998 MHz S-band Tube 2998 MHz S-band Tube

0.7 m long diagnostic section

0.2 m long QM 0.2 m long QM

22 MV/m 22 MV/m

LINAC2 for Optimization-III

Optics for S-band Based LINAC2

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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SwissFEL - Performance of S-band LINAC2

BC1             LINAC1       BC2                                                 S-band LINAC2                  
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due to far off-crest operation at LINAC2, 

sensitivity of RF phase error becomes stronger !

LINAC2 for Optimization-III

Optimization-III

LINAC2 phase = 40 deg

Linac length = 650 m

= 0.013%

Optimization-I

LINAC2 phase = 0 deg

Linac length = 565 m

= 0.068%

LINAC1 = S-band

LINAC2 = S-band 

LINAC1 = S-band

LINAC2 = S-band 

PRST - AB Vol 3, 121002 (2000)
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Performance of S-band based LINAC2

n,slice < 0.33 m for |dz| < 20 m

Ipeak < 1.6 kA for |dz| < 20 m

n,slice < 0.33 m for |dz| < 20 m

dE,slice < 148 keV for whole bunch

dE,slice < 29.8 keV for |dz| < 20 m

from uncorrelated energy spread

all slice parameters at FEL1 

FEL2, and FEL3 are similar to these.

Slice Parameters at the end of LINAC2 (~ 6 GeV) of Optimization-III

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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S-band LINAC2 Δϕrf Sensitivity

(top left) change of longitudinal phase space, (top

right), change of projected relative energy spread,

(bottom left) change of beam energy when RF phase

of an RF station in S-band LINAC2 is changed by

±1.2 deg (= 0.4 deg in rms) with five steps (step size =

0.6 deg). please note that ±1.2 deg in S-band RF

system corresponding to about± 1.2 ps.

dE ~ 27.9 MeV for 2.4 ps, dE ~ 11.6 MeV for 1.0 ps

dE/E ~ 0.19% for Δϕrf = 1.0 deg (= 1 ps)

energy spread change ~ 0.5% for Δϕrf = 1.0 deg

In this case, XFEL wavelength change ~ 0.38%

11.6 MeV

1 ps

at the end of LINAC2 for five Δϕrf changes

Δϕrf = -1.2 deg

Δϕrf = +1.2 deg

at the end of LINAC2 for five Δϕrf changes

at the end of LINAC2 for five Δϕrf changes

big change of beam energy against Δϕrf !

phase error sensitivity is higher

due to far off-crest operation

at S-band LINAC2.

S-band Optimization-III
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S-band LINAC2 dV/V Sensitivity

at the end of LINAC2 for five dV/V changes

almost constant for ΔV/V = -0.12% ~ +0.12%

at the end of LINAC2 for five dV/V changes

at the end of LINAC2 for five dV/V changes

(top left) change of longitudinal phase space, (top

right), change of projected relative energy spread,

(bottom left) change of beam energy when RF

amplitude of an RF station in S-band LINAC2 is

changed by ±0.12% (= 0.04% in rms) with five steps

(step size = 0.06%). please note that energy is almost

constant even though dV/V is changed by±0.12%.

dE ~ 1.92 MeV for dV/V = ±0.12%

dE/E ~ 0.03% for dV/V =±0.12%

energy spread change ~ 0.045% for dV/V = ±0.12%

In this case, XFEL wavelength change ~ 0.06%

S-band Optimization-III

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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S-band LINAC2 Alignment Issues
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When linac tubes are misaligned, emittance growth is a function of misalignment, β-

function, charge, transverse wakefield, beam energy, the structure length L, and the

structure frequency, and bunch length.
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If all 68 S-band tubes in LINAC2 have a

horizontal misalignment of 500 µm, beam

horizontal centroid is slightly changed while

change in the vertical centroid is ignorable.

Generally, for the same linac length,

transverse wakefield effect in S-band linac is

weaker than that in C-band linac. But

accumulated overall beam dilution due to the

transverse short-range wakefield is larger

than C-band based LINAC2 due to its much

longer S-band linac.

cyan : no tube misalignment in LINAC2

black : tube misalignment in LINAC2 = 500 µm

longer accumulated region

S-band Optimization-III

PRST - AB Vol 3, 121002 (2000) & LCLS-TN-01-1
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S-band LINAC2 Alignment Issues

When linac tubes are misaligned, emittance growth is a function of misalignment, β-

function, charge, transverse wakefield, beam energy, the structure length L, and the

structure frequency.

Even though all 68 S-band tubes in

LINAC2 have a horizontal misalignment

of 500 µm, emittance growths due to the

transverse short-range wakefield at the

end of linac are small enough:

Δnx ~ 0.004 m,  Δny ~ 0.001 m

Therefore, S-band tubes can be aligned

with the normal alignment technology.
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small emittance growth (~ 1%) though all S-band 

tubes have a horizontal misalignment of 500  µm
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S-band Optimization-III

PRST - AB Vol 3, 121002 (2000) & LCLS-TN-01-1
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SwissFEL Optimization-VI with S-band & C-band RF Linacs for Chirp Compensation

Energy Chirp Control with C-band Linac

SwissFEL Optimization-III with a longer S-band RF Linacs for Chirp Compensation

ASTRA up to exit of SB02 & ELEGANT from exit of SB02 to consider space chare, CSR, ISR, and wakefields !  
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C-band based LINAC2 after BC2

length of one FODO cell in LINAC2

= four 2.0 m long PSI standard C-band tubes

+ two 0.5 m long PSI standard diagnostic sections 

+ four 0.1 m long drifts for component assembly

+ two 0.25 m long QMs = 9.9 m

pure active length per tube ~ 1.71578 m

number of cell per tube = 91 including two coupler cells

central cell length ~ 18.750 mm

iris diameter ~ 14.6 mm 

total cells in LINAC2 = 24 FODO cells 

No. of C-band tubes = CB01-CB96 for 24 FODO cells

total needed C-band tubes = 96

total needed RF stations = 48 with two tubes per RF station

total needed QMs in LINAC2 = 2x24 = 48

total length of LINAC2 = 237.6 m (116 m shorter than OPT-III)

One FODO Cell for LINAC2 = 9.9 m

QF            2.0 m long Two C-band Tubes            QD             2.0 m long Two  C-band Tubes    

C-band Tube

0.5 m long diagnostic section

0.25 m long QM 0.25 m long QM

30 MV/m 30 MV/m

5996 MHz C-band Tube5996 MHz

0.1 m long drift 0.1 m long drift

LINAC2 for Optimization-VI

Optics for C-band Based LINAC2
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Performance of C-band based LINAC2

Performance of Optimization-VI is exactly same as that of Optimization-III  !

BC1                LINAC1           BC2                                            C-band LINAC2                  
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due to near on-crest operation at LINAC2, 

sensitivity of RF phase error becomes weaker !

116 m shorter than Optimization-III

Optimization-VI

LINAC2 phase = 10 deg

Linac length = 540 m

= 0.014%

Optimization-VII

LINAC2 phase = 9 deg

Linac length = 510 m

= 0.016%

LINAC1 = S-band

LINAC2 = C-band 

LINAC1 = C-band

LINAC2 = C-band 

PRST - AB Vol 3, 121002 (2000)
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Performance of C-band based LINAC2

n,slice < 0.33 m for |dz| < 20 m

Ipeak < 1.6 kA for |dz| < 20 m

n,slice < 0.33 m for |dz| < 20 m

dE,slice < 148 keV for whole bunch

dE,slice < 30.0 keV for |dz| < 20 m

from uncorrelated energy spread

Slice Beam Parameters of Optimization-VI is exactly same as those of Optimization-III  !

all slice parameters at FEL1 

FEL2, and FEL3 are similar to these.

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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C-band LINAC2 Δϕrf Sensitivity

(top left) change of longitudinal phase space, (top

right), change of projected relative energy spread,

(bottom left) change of beam energy when RF phase

of an RF station in C-band LINAC2 is changed by

±1.2 deg (= 0.4 deg in rms) with five steps (step size =

0.6 deg). please note that ±1.2 deg in C-band RF

system corresponding to about± 0.6 ps.

dE ~ 6.35 MeV for 1.2 ps, dE ~ 5.3 MeV for 1.0 ps

dE/E ~ 0.084% for Δϕrf = 2.0 deg (= 1 ps)

energy spread change ~ 0.67% for Δϕrf = 2.0 deg

In this case, XFEL wavelength change ~ 0.17%

5.3 MeV

1 ps

at the end of LINAC2 for five Δϕrf changes

Δϕrf = -1.2 deg

Δϕrf = +1.2 deg

at the end of LINAC2 for five Δϕrf changes

at the end of LINAC2 for five Δϕrf changes

looser phase tolerance due to near on-crest

small change of beam energy against Δϕrf !

phase error sensitivity is lower due

to near on-crest operation

at C-band LINAC2.

C-band Optimization-VI
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C-band LINAC2 dV/V Sensitivity

at the end of LINAC2 for five dV/V changes

almost constant for ΔV/V = -0.12% ~ +0.12%

at the end of LINAC2 for five dV/V changes

at the end of LINAC2 for five dV/V changes

(top left) change of longitudinal phase space, (top

right), change of projected relative energy spread,

(bottom left) change of beam energy when RF

amplitude of an RF station in C-band LINAC2 is

changed by ±0.12% (= 0.04% in rms) with five steps

(step size = 0.06%). please note that energy is almost

constant even though dV/V is changed by±0.12%.

dE ~ 2.06 MeV for dV/V = ±0.12%

dE/E ~ 0.033% for dV/V = ±0.12%

energy spread change ~ 0.001% for dV/V = ±0.12%

In this case, XFEL wavelength change ~ 0.066%

C-band Optimization-VI

Yujong Kim for Korean Spallation Neutron Source @ KOMAC,  KAERI & UST
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C-band LINAC2 Alignment Issues

When linac tubes are misaligned, emittance growth is a function of misalignment, β-

function, charge, transverse wakefield, beam energy, the structure length L, and the

structure frequency.

cyan : no tube misalignment in LINAC2

black : tube misalignment in LINAC2 = 500 µm
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If all 96 C-band tubes in LINAC2 have a

horizontal misalignment of 500 µm, beam

horizontal centroid is slightly changed while

change in the vertical centroid is ignorable.

Generally, for the same linac length,

transverse wakefield effect in C-band linac is

stronger than that in S-band linac. But

accumulated overall beam dilution due to the

transverse short-range wakefield is smaller

than S-band based LINAC2 due to its much

shorter C-band linac.
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C-band Optimization-VI
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C-band LINAC2 Alignment Issues

When linac tubes are misaligned, emittance growth is a function of misalignment, β-

function, charge, transverse wakefield, beam energy, the structure length L, and the

structure frequency.

Even though all 96 C-band tubes in

LINAC2 have a horizontal misalignment

of 500 µm, emittance growths due to the

transverse short-range wakefield at the

end of linac are ignorable:

Δnx ~ 0.001 m,  Δny ~ 0.000 m

Therefore, C-band tubes can be aligned

with the normal alignment technology.
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ignorable emittance growth though all C-band 

tubes have a horizontal misalignment of 500  µm
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C-band Optimization-VI
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Comparison Item                                    Unit                      Optimization-III                    Optimization-VI

RF Band                                                                                       S-band                            C-band

RF Frequency                                         MHz                             2998                                    5996

RF phase                                                  deg                                 40                             10

gradient                                                  MV/m                             22                                30

gradient for 7.5 GeV upgrade              MV/m                             23                                                36

easiness of chirp control at 7.5 GeV                                         difficult                                       easier

slice emittance @ Linac End                 µm                              < 0.33                                          < 0.33

slice enegry spread @ Linac End          keV                             < 148                                           < 148 

peak current @ Linac End                     kA                               < 1.6                                          < 1.6

projected x-emittance @ Linac End      µm                              0.397                                            0.396

projected energy spread @ Linac End   %                              0.013                                             0.014 

bunch length @ Lianc End                     µm                              14.2                                            14.2 

length of linac tube                                   m                                 4.3                                 2.0

length of QM                                             m                                 0.2                               0.25

total number of QMs                                                                     68                                   48

number of total FODO cells                                                         34                                        24 

number of total tubes                                                                    68                                  96

number of RF station                                                                    34                                   32 (48 for 7.5 GeV)

total length of LINAC2                            m                                353.6                                     237.6

sensitivity of QM misalignment                                                weak                                    40% more weaker

sensitivity of 500 µm tube misalignment                                  weak                                     400% weaker

sensitivity of RF phase error for 1 ps                                 stronger @ 40 deg               200% weaker @ 10 deg  

sensitivity of RF amplitude error (0.04% rms)                         weak                                             weak

Comparison of Performance of SwissFEL LINAC2
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X-band based LINAC2 after BC2

length of one FODO cell in LINAC2

= six 0.965 m long PSI standard X-band tubes

+ two 0.5 m diagnostic sections 

+ six 0.1 m long drifts + two 0.25 m long QMs = 7.89 m

pure active length per tube ~ 749.5544 mm

number of cell per tube = 72 including two coupler cells

central /coupler cell length ~ 10.4104 mm / 10.4132 mm

average iris diameter ~ 9.0969 mm

flange length = 107.7228 mm

total tube length with two flanges = 965 mm  

total cells in LINAC2 = 26 for E ~ 4600 MeV

No. of X-band tubes = XB01-XB156 for 26 FODO cells

total needed X-band tubes = 156

total needed RF stations = 26 with six tubes per RF station

total needed QMs in LINAC2 = 2x26 = 52

total length of LINAC2 = 205.14 m (148.46 m shorter than OPT-III)

One FODO Cell for LINAC2 = 7.89 m

QF            0.965 m long Three X-band Tubes                 QD             0.965 m long Three X-band Tubes    

0.5 m long diagnostic section

0.25 m long QM 0.25 m long QM

40 MV/m with 29 MW 40 MV/m with 29 MW

0.1 m long drift 0.1 m long drift

LINAC2 for Optimization-XIX

Optics for X-band Based LINAC2

11992 MHz 11992 MHz 11992 MHz 11992 MHz 11992 MHz 11992 MHz
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Performance of X-band based LINAC2

Performance of Optimization-XIX is exactly same as that of Optimization-III  !

BC1                LINAC1           BC2                                            X-band LINAC2                  
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due to near on-crest operation at LINAC2, 

sensitivity of RF phase error becomes weaker !

149 m shorter than Optimization-III

Optimization-XIX

LINAC2 phase = -10 deg

Linac length = 501 m

= 0.021%

LINAC1 = S-band

LINAC2 = X-band: 40 MV/m

PRST - AB Vol 3, 121002 (2000)

Optimization-XIX

LINAC2 phase = -5 deg

Linac length = 501 m

= 0.021%

LINAC1 = S-band

LINAC2 = X-band: 44 MV/m
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RF Amplitude & Phase for Chirping Control 

X-band based SwissFEL Optimization-XIX

gradient : 40 MV/m                 

phase: +5 deg

= 0.074%

gradient : 40 MV/m                 

phase: -5 deg

= 0.032%

gradient : 44 MV/m                 

phase: -5 deg

= 0.024%
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spikesinglecoherent for
32

2


x
cz πlσ 

temporal profile of FEL photon for 3 different bunch lengths 

Due to the shot-noise startup,

shot-to-shot fluctuation of the

saturation length becomes

severe if bunch length is

reduced to the cooperation

length. Here they assumed

that there is no error or jitter

in linac.
z  ~ 0.3 fs for  1 Å

z  ~ 2 fs for  7 Å  for the SwissFEL project 

due to many difficulties (diagnostics, RF tolerances),  we chose 7 Å  and higher charge of 10 pC.

Re-studied - J.B. Rosenzweig et al., NIMA 593 (2008) 39

Ultra-Low Charge Operation for Full Coherence
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Optimization-VIII with New Injector for 2 pC Single Spike Mode

New Injector Layout with Laser Heater & BC1 @ ~ 450 MeV

SwissFEL - Layouts for 200 pC and 2 pC

Optimization-XIV with C-band RF Linacs for Effective Chirp Control & 400 Hz

7
2
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due to many difficulties,  we gave up single spike mode with 2 pC for 0.1 nm!

vertical chirping in single spike mode gives big impacts on current, power, & bandwidth!

ASTRA up to exit of SB02 & ELEGANT from exit of SB02 to consider space chare, CSR, ISR, and wakefields !  
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Single Spike with 2 pC - Dancing Bunch

very  dynamic peak current & slice parameters!

gun timing error  ≤ 10 fs (rms)

bunch charge error ≤ 0.5% (rms)

injector S-band RF phase error ≤ 0.02 deg (rms)

injector S-band RF voltage error ≤ 0.02% (rms)

injector X-band RF phase error ≤ 0.04 deg (rms)

injector X-band RF voltage error ≤ 0.04% (rms)

BC1 & BC2 dipole power supply error ≤ 10.0 ppm (rms)

LINAC1 S-band RF phase error per klystron ≤ 0.02 deg (rms)

LINAC1 S-band RF voltage error per klystron ≤ 0.02% (rms)

LINAC2 S-band RF phase error per klystron ≤ 0.02 deg (rms)

LINAC2 S-band RF voltage error per klystron ≤ 0.02% (rms)   

For 0.1 nm with 2 pC, if tolerances is loose, operation becomes really unstable:

Loose Tolerances for 2 pC

under loose tolerances for 2 pC, we performed

300 times start-to-end simulations to see the

fluctuation of the longitudinal phase space at

the entrance of undulator.

beam chirp and position are very dynamically

dancing !

under this situation, peak current, beam

arrival time, and slice beam parameters are

also very dynamically dancing, which induce

unstable XFEL photon beams.
~ 100 fs
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Single Spike with 2 pC - More Stabilized 

gun timing error  ≤ 1 fs (rms)

bunch charge error ≤ 0.5% (rms)

injector S-band RF phase error ≤ 0.001 deg (rms)

injector S-band RF voltage error ≤ 0.001% (rms)

injector X-band RF phase error ≤ 0.004 deg (rms)

injector X-band RF voltage error ≤ 0.004% (rms)

BC1 & BC2 dipole power supply error ≤ 1.0 ppm (rms)

LINAC1 S-band RF phase error per klystron ≤ 0.001 deg (rms)

LINAC1 S-band RF voltage error per klystron ≤ 0.001% (rms)

LINAC2 S-band RF phase error per klystron ≤ 0.001 deg (rms)

LINAC2 S-band RF voltage error per klystron ≤ 0.001% (rms)

For 0.1 nm with 2 pC, we need much more tighter tolerances for stable operation:

Ultra-Tight Tolerances for 2 pC

under tighter tolerances for 2 pC, we

performed 300 times start-to-end simulations

to see the fluctuation of the longitudinal phase

space at the entrance of undulator.

beam position dancing was reduced and chirp

dancing was dramatically damped.

under this situation, peak current and slice

parameters are almost constant. Therefore,

XFEL power becomes more stable. But there is

some small fluctuation in beam arrival time.~ 40 fs
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